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Founded in 2005, Java Films rapidly 
established itself as one of Europe’s leading 

independent documentary distributors, 
providing production support and distribution 

to both finished films and projects in 
development.

In 2013, it opened a separate department 
- Java Features - to handle its growing 

theatrical catalogue. Its films have won or 
been nominated for prestigious prizes like the 
International Emmys, BAFTAs or Goyas and 

premiered at festivals like Cannes, Sundance 
or Tribeca.

Java are also involved in financing and pre-
sales. For more information, please see: 

www.javafilms.tv

38 Quai du Point du Jour 
92100 Boulogne-Billancourt

France
www.javafilms.tv

    Tel:   0033 (0)1 7471 3313
Email:   contact@javafilms.tv
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New Films
© Refugee





They call it ’blue gold.’ Around the world, 
demand for water is exploding. By 2050, 
at least one in four will live in a country 
suffering from water shortages - creating ideal 
conditions for a new market...

Goldman Sachs, HSBC, UBS, Allianz, 
Deutsche Bank, BNP. Banks, investment funds 
and hedge funds are all rushing to invest 
billions of euros in anything related to water. A 
real monopoly of water has begun.

From California to Australia, from New York 
to London via Marseille, we investigate the 
financialization of water. New power relations 
are being established and access to water 
is being threatened. It’s a battle taking 
place on many fronts: ideological, political, 
environmental and of course, economic. The 
fate of the nearly 10 billion inhabitants around 
the world depend on its outcome.
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_____________________________________________________________________________
2019 -  90 & 52 mins - Eng & Fr
_____________________________________________________________________________
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2018  -  90 & 56 mins - Eng 

The toxic effects of bias make headlines every day: 
sexual harassment, racial profiling, the pay gap. 
As humans, we are biased. Yet few of us are willing 
to admit it. We confidently make snap judgments 
but are shockingly unaware of the impact our 
assumptions have on those around us.

We follow filmmaker Robin Hauser on a journey 
to uncover her hidden biases and explore how 
unconscious assumptions impact on all aspects 
of our daily life. Robin embarks on an investigation 
into the nature of bias and the science behind 
it before travelling across the world to explore 
cutting-edge research into how it can be mitigated.  
Is it possible to de-bias our brains or does 
attempting to do this using technology led to other 
problems?

‘bias’ challenges us to confront our hidden 
assumptions and understand what we risk when 
we follow our gut.



____________________________________________________________________________
2019 - 52  mins - Eng
____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
2019 - 58 mins - Eng, Fr
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
2019 -  52 mins - Eng, Fr
____________________________________________________________________________

YOU WILL GIVE 
BIRTH IN PAIN

All over Europe, more 
and more women 
are denouncing 
gynaecological abuse 
suffered during their 

pregnancy and childbirth. Traumas like non-
consensual episiotomy, abdominal expression, 
caesarean section, suture of the perineum 
without anesthesia and sexist, misogynist 
remarks are experienced by a shocking 
number of women and leave lasting physical 
and psychological scars. At the heart of all 
this is a fundamental concept: the consent of 
women.

VEDA’ S CHOICE

In the Netherlands, 
people as young 
as 17 can formally 
request legal 
assistance with 
suicide. Nineteen 

year old Veda knows for sure: this is what 
she wants. After years and years of mental 
problems, panic attacks and failed suicide 
attempts, she’s done with this life. But doctors 
come back to her with a condition before they 
will even consider her request: she has to take 
part in nine months of therapy. We follow her 
and her family on this emotional journey and 
see if her condition changes over the months.  

HER NAME IS BO

Going through the 
process of changing 
your sex and ‘coming 
out’ as transsexual 
to your friends and 
colleagues is always 

a difficult process. Now imagine doing it at the 
age of 58, when you are already a well-known 
TV reporter with a wife and children. That’s 
what Belgian journalist Bo van Spilbeeck felt 
compelled to do. And she decided to film the 
entire process. A courageous and inspirational 
testimony to being true to oneself, against all 
prejudices and discrimination.
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____________________________________________________________________________
2018 - 87 & 52 mins - Eng, Sp
____________________________________________________________________________
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In 2015, at the height of the Syrian war,  Raf’aa 
was forced to make a life-changing decision. 
With her husband, Nazem in hospital and the 
bombs getting closer, she fled Syria alone to 
seek asylum for her family.  Nazem and their 
two boys planned to join her in Europe a few 
weeks later but by the time they were able to 
leave, it was too late. The political climate had 
changed. The borders to Europe were closed.

Safe in Germany but traumatized by what 
she witnessed on her journey, Raf’aa fights 
desperately for reunification, Two thousand 
miles away, Nazem and their sons live through 
their own nightmare, trapped in one of the worst 
refugee camps in Europe.

Over the next eighteen months, we follow the 
journey of a family fighting to be reunited. A 
mother battles to bring her children to safety, 
while a father attempts to shield his children 
from what it means to be a refugee. 



_____________________________________________________________________________
2019 - 90 & 52 mins - Eng, Fr
_____________________________________________________________________________
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For decades, marijuana was a key part of the 
counter-culture movement, dubbed ‘probably 
the most dangeorous drug’ by President Reagan 
and detested by the establishment. But as the 
movement to ‘normalize’ it grows and more and 
more states choose regulation over probhibition, 
what happens when weed goes corporate? 
What impact does it have on violence, public 
health and state finances? Are the key 
beneficiaries big corporations?

In Holland, the law protects consumers but not 
the sellers, who operate in a grey legal area. 
Legally-grown marijuana in America is now more 
competivie than the marijuana grown in Mexico 
and sold on the black market. Petty dealers are 
being forced to sell harder products.

Filmed in the United States, Canada, Uruguay, 
Mexico and Europe, this film profiles the 
experience of pioneer countries. Did legalization 
fulfill all of the expectations it raised?







____________________________________________________________________________
2019 - 61 & 52 mins - Eng, Fr
____________________________________________________________________________
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CO-WRITTEN BY CÉCILE DEBARGE
a film by MADELEINE LEROYER
PRODUCED BY VALÉRIE MONTMARTIN

387

On 18 April 2015, a nameless boat sank off the 
coast of Libya killing an estimated 800 migrants. 
It was the worst tragedy in the Mediterranean 
since World War II. The Italian government took 
the unprecedented decision to surface the 
wreck and try and identify the victims. 

Cristina Cattaneo leads the identification 
operation. A hoodie, pants, a belt. That’s what’s 
left of ‘Number 387’. From an examination of 
bones, 3D reconstruction and cross-checking 
DNA, Cristina and her team will do everything 
possible to restore a name to each shipwrecked 
number. In Greece, Pavlos Pavlidis has been 
working identifying anonymous migrants’ bodies 
for 17 years. Today, like Cristina, he is one of the 
representatives of the ICRC for the identification 
of Mediterranean victims.

In the coming months, they will make every 
possible effort to restore a name to each 
shipwrecked number. Who are they? Who are 
we?









_____________________________________________________________________________
2019 - 85 & 52 mins - Eng, Ger
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Riders of Destiny follows two young child 
jockeys and their families in a sport where your 
health and future prospects depend on the 
outcome of every race…

On the the remote island of Sumbawa, 
Indonesia, the market for tiny jockeys is huge. 
The successful ones can earn enough money 
to feed their families for an entire generation. 
But while their ancestors began at 10, today’s 
child jockeys often start at three. Firman, 5, is 
just starting out as a child jockey. He falls off 
his horse almost every day as he tries to reach 
speeds of 70 km/h – barefoot and without a 
saddle or any protective clothing.

Sila, 7 years old, is one of the most in-demand 
jockeys of all the young riders. His parents no 
longer have to work because the money he 
earns takes care of the whole family. 

But in this traditional sport, accidents are 
frequent. Many children are crippled. Some die. 
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2018 - 4 x 52 mins - Eng

In this up close and personal series, we follow 
four women battling four different types of eating 
disorder. 

Much is known about anorexia affecting teenage 
girls, but what if you’re in your late twenties and 
are still afraid to eat or to gain weight? Sanne has 
been battling anorexia nervosa for the past 14 
years. 33-year old mother, Esther, has suffered 
from bulimia since she was a teenager. She cares 
for her 4-year old son while fighting the demons in 
her ear that tell her that every single calorie has to 
leave her body. Bianca, 32, lost both her parents at 
a young age. She has no ‘safe’ or ‘healthy’ memory 
of food and has over-eaten for as long as she 
can remember. Meanwhile Manon, 29, fights her 
depression in a whole different way: she is devoted 
to ‘healthy’ food and addicted to working out. 
Despite exercising for five to seven hours a day, 
she still feels that she is overweighed.

‘Masks off’ was nominated for the Mercur award 
2018.

?
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2019 - 80  x 52 mins - Eng, Fr

Encourage the patients of a mental hospital to 
form relationships with each other, get married 
and live as a family. That’s the bold new idea of 
the head of Ehsan House in Southern Tehran. 
For the past 20 years, its 480 patients have 
lived in separate male or female units with no 
hope of ever leaving or of having meaningful 
sexual relationships. 

But in 2017, the head of the centre secured the 
money to build a new unit of marital facilities. 
Despite strong opposition, he was convinced 
the patients would benefit from being in a 
couple. 

As a selection committee begins evaluating 
patients, hidden affections come to the surface. 
Finally the team selects two patients to form the 
first couple. Are these two patients capable of 
having a relationship that leads to marriage? 
What do their families think? And what about 
the patients who weren’t selected but still crave 
human relationships?

?
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            Films in  
    Development

© Stolen Blood Antiquities
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Ready Spring 2020 - 52 mins - Eng, Ger

How is it possible that North Korea, one of 
the poorest countries on earth finances a 
nuclear weapons programme large enough to 
challenge the USA? 

The answer: Bureau 39, a legendary 
organization nestled deep inside the 
government apparatus. Its aim is to procure 
foreign exchange by any means possible to 
provide Kim Jong-un’s regime with money. 

Printing dollars, dealing drugs, smuggling 
arms, insurance fraud, human trafficking - 
nothing is too unscrupulous for North Korea’s 
money makers. 

Years of research have given us unique 
access to insiders. They reveal the most 
spectacular cases and breath-taking tricks 
of how North Korea has been circumventing 
UN sanctions to finance its nuclear arsenal for 
decades.
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Ready Spring 2020 - 90 & 52 mins - Eng, Fr

Antiquities stolen from the Middle East 
have resurfaced in art markets all over the 
world. Now the police have teamed up with 
archaeologists for a global investigation to 
stop criminal networks from trafficking in these 
priceless artefacts.
 
The pillaging of archaeological artefacts began 
on an unprecedented scale with the destruction 
of Palmyra in Syria by ISIS and it continued with 
artefacts stolen from Iraq and Libya. Stolen 
antiquities have been exhibited at renowned 
galleries and sold around the world in online 
markets. 

In this unprecedented year-long investigation 
we shadow European specialist police units 
and investigative archaeologists to reveal a 
sprawling criminal network. From auction rooms 
in Paris, Brussels, and New York we follow 
the thread back to Libya, the new centre for 
crooked dealers, some of whom have links with 
terrorist groups like ISIS.










